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Religions - New York Irish Catholics were the first group to win great political influence, but
since World War II, Jews and Italian Catholics have played a leading role, especially in New
Adults in the New York City metro area - Religion in AmericaExplore the geographic distribution
and demographics of America's major Importance of religion in one's life among adults in the
New York City metro areaDemographics of New York City - WikipediaNew York City's
demographics show that it is a large and ethnically diverse metropolis. It is the Throughout its
history, New York City has been a major point of entry for immigrants; the term "melting pot"
From 1880 to 1960 the overwhelming majority (90%) of Lebanese and Syrian immigrants were
of the Christian faith
Contrary to stereotypes, religious life flourishes in New York CitySep 15, 2020 — On a winter's
day in New York City early in 2020, urban religion expert which highlights the religious
dynamism of the nation's largest city
Religion in New York City: Faith That Could Not Be - JStorA Graham rally at Yankee Stadium
drew the largest crowd it has ever held? tant, Catholic, and Jewish leaders had used to advance
religion in Manhattan New York Religion - Best PlacesBest Places to Live | Compare cost of
living, crime, cities, schools and more
Major U.S. metropolitan areas differ in their religious profilesJul 29, 2015 — Among the 17
largest metropolitan areas, New York's Jewish share Roughly three-quarters of residents of
three Southern cities – Dallas Michael Lipka is an editorial manager of religion research at Pew
Research CenterDemographics of New York (state) - WikipediaAccording to the U.S. Census
Bureau, as of 2010, New York was the third largest state in Contents. 1 Population; 2 Birth data;
3 Immigration; 4 Languages; 5 Religions; 6 See also; 7 References The largest city in the state
is New York City, which is also one of the world's most ethnically diverse and cosmopolitan
cities
PRRIApr 14, 2016 — A look at New York's evolving religious and political landscape, using new
The Religion and Politics of New York: A State Portrait from PRRI's American Values Atlas
PRRI-AVA-NY-religious-change-2007-2015 A majority (55%) of New York seniors (age 65 and
older) identify as white Christian, while Religion in New York City - Columbia UniversityReligion
is a central component of New York's cultural and social worlds. I am involved in a number of
teaching projects, both collaborative and individual,
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